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EIA Premium is targeted at: 
 
 
A. Senior decision makers 
B. Field operatives 
C. Analysts 
D. Researchers 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: BM i2 Enterprise Insight Analysis Core Edition (previously IBM i2 Enterprise

Intelligence Analysis Premium) is designed for the analyst community that faces challenges

performing traditional analysis and intelligence production against millions of all-source

intelligence records. 

 

 

 

What products perform the Federated Search function in the NDI bundle? 
 
 
A. IAP with data acquisition plus iXa 
B. ANBP 
C. iBase 
D. iXa 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: * (IAP) i2 federated search used for data acquisition in external data sources. 

* Federated Search using Information Exchange for Analysis Search for Analyst’s

Notebook (iXa) 

 

 

 

i2's go to market strategy is addressed with 3 distinct solutions. What are they? 
 
 
A. i2 COPLINK; i2 iBase; i2 Intelligence Analysis Platform 
B. i2 National Security Defense and Intelligence (NDI); i2 Integrated Law Enforcement
(ILE); i2 Enterprise Intelligence Analysis (EIA) 

Question No : 1

Question No : 2

Question No : 3
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C. i2 Fraud Intelligence Analysis (FIA); i2 Intelligent Investigation Manager (MM); i2
Intellishare 
D. IBM Intelligent Operations Centre; IBM Intelligent Video Analytics; IBM Threat and Fraud
Analytics 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: / IBM i2 COPLINK is police software with database capabilities to consolidate

data from many sources, aid collaboration and help generate tactical leads. It enables law

enforcement professionals to generate photo lineups, save their search history and

organize investigations to generate reports more easily. 

/ IBM i2 iBase is an intuitive intelligence data management application that enables

collaborative teams of analysts to capture, control and analyze multisource data in security-

rich workgroup environments. 

/ The i2 Intelligence Analysis Platform is also at the heart of IBM i2 solutions targeted at

specific industry needs: 

* IBM i2 Fraud Intelligence Analysis – IBM i2 Fraud Intelligence Analysis helps reduce the

time, costs and complexity associated with fraud detection and investigation. 

* IBM i2 Intelligent Law Enforcement - Law enforcement software enables agencies to

generate actionable insights that can help reduce crime and improve public safety. 

* IBM i2 National Security and Defense Intelligence- IBM i2 

National Security and Defense Intelligence helps enable customers to carry out

interoperable intelligence exploitation through a scalable and secure architecture. 

 

 

 

Which of the following is not a benefit of the ILE solution?
 
 
A. Improve officer safety 
B. Informant recruiting 
C. Share information across jurisdictions 
D. Access data by role 
 

Answer: B

 

 

What are the core competencies of the i2 Intelligence Analysis Portfolio?

Question No : 4

Question No : 5
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A. Data collection, warehousing, aggregation and reporting 
B. Automatic data ingest, alerting, intelligence evaluation, reporting 
C. Information fusion, intelligence production, intelligence store, operational usage 
D. None of the above 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: i2 Intelligence Analysis Platform helps organizations to: 

* obtain greater insight and produce richer intelligence production by fusing data from

multiple disparate sources into a centralized aggregated view. 

* Support collaboration by storing a user’s work-in-progress comments alongside

information and intelligence products as they develop over time. 

* The platform helps facilitate and support operational analysis, improving situational

awareness and providing faster, more informed decision making across and inside

organizations 

 

 

 

Multiple visualization options facilitate deeper insight to information. Visualizations available
in Analyst's Notebook include: 
 
 
A. Timeline, link analysis and social network analysis  
B. Dashboard and bar chart  
C. Scatter plot, link analysis and data flow diagram  
D. Histogram, tree map and table 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: * Understand the critical timeline of events or patterns within criminal

activities using powerful temporal analysis tools. 

* Quickly highlight key individuals and relationships and their connections to key events

with core link analysis capabilities. 

* Identify key individuals within target networks more quickly using social network analysis 

 

 

Hertfordshire Constabulary reported which of the following improvements after
implementing i2 solutions? 
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